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DEAR SUPPORTERS,

Welcome everyone, once again, to the 
Tercentenary Hall for what promises to be 
a hugely exciting week of International 
Women’s Futsal. 

It hardly seems that a whole year has passed 
since we witnessed those amazing scenes in 
Gibraltar, when our National Team took on 
Belgium.  In what was unfortunately, due to 
COVID issues, just a one-off qualifi er followed 
by a friendly between the two teams. Yet 
the performances that week in those two 
matches, from the whole of our squad, were 
truly memorable and are still very fresh in 
everyone’s memories. I am sure we will see 
more of the same this week. 

I would like to extend the warmest of 
Gibraltarian welcomes to our visitors this 
week from Slovakia, Moldova and Belgium. As 
we emerge from the restrictions in and around 
the global COVID-19 pandemic, it is great 
that Gibraltar as a nation is ready and able 
to host such events, once again, in a safe and 
comfortable environment for players, offi cials 
and spectators alike. 

As always, the group we have been drawn in 
will be tough with each of the three visiting 
teams all looking towards a successful 
three matches at the Tercentenary Hall and 
consequently qualifying into the main UEFA 
Women’s Futsal Euro Qualifying round. 

Under a new Head Coach, Jamie Bosio and 
all the amazing backroom staff, your Gibraltar 
Women’s National Futsal team have been 
working extremely hard ahead of this week 
and will no doubt once again make the whole 
of Gibraltar proud. 

Wherever you are watching this week, I hope 
you enjoy the tournament, and if you can, 
come down and support this magnifi cent 
group of players that are Gibraltar’s Women’s 
National Futsal Team!     

Michael Llamas QC, Gibraltar FA President.

WELCOMEMichael Llamas
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Jamie Bosio makes his debut as an International 
Head Coach this week. Still an active futsal 
international himself, his recent international 
experience in tournaments of this kind may very 
well prove invaluable this week as he guides 
Gibraltar’s National Women’s Futsal team 
through one arguably their toughest test to 
date, three intense European qualifying matches 
in three days against three opponents who are 
all desperate to win Group B and Qualify into 
the main UEFA Futsal Euro Qualifying stages. 
Despite this, as he has always proven in his 
footballing and indeed futsal career as a player, 
Jamie is ready for the challenge.

JAMIE, THE TOURNAMENT IS FINALLY UPON 
US AND YOU WILL BE MAKING YOUR DEBUT 
AS AN INTERNATIONAL COACH. HOW MUCH 
PRIDE DOES THIS FILL YOU WITH AS YOU 
WILL HAVE MADE THE TRANSITION FROM 
AN INTERNATIONAL PLAYER TO A COACH?

I’m very proud to be honest. It’s something I’ve 
been building towards for the last couple of 
years, since I stopped playing XI-aside full-time 
for clubs and country, so it’s something that I’m 
really looking forward to.

I’ve transitioned from an assistant coach with 
the men and the women, and now that I’ve got 
the team as head coach it’s something that I 
can’t wait to get them out on the pitch and put 
everything we’ve worked on into practice.  

TALK TO US ABOUT JAMIE BOSIO THE 
COACH. AS A PLAYER YOU WERE RENOWNED 
FOR YOUR TREMENDOUS WORK ETHIC, 
DEDICATION, AND COMMITMENT. ARE 
THESE PART OF THE KEY VALUES THAT YOU 
DEMAND FROM ALL OF YOUR PLAYERS IN 
THE NATIONAL WOMEN’S FUTSAL SQUAD?

I would say that technically I wasn’t as good a 
player as most, but work ethic is something I 
demanded and something I will demand from 
all 14 players in the squad. They know that 
with the intensity of the training sessions it’s 
something that they constantly demand. 

In Futsal specifi cally you’re going to be on for 
three/four minutes, giving high intensity and 
then you’re off to give someone else a chance 
and to get a little bit of a rest so within the Futsal 
court you have to be at a high intensity so work 
ethic is non-negotiable. 

WOMEN’S FOOTBALL AND FUTSAL IS 
DEVELOPING AT A TREMENDOUS RATE 
LOCALLY AND THE NUMBER OF PLAYERS 
AVAILABLE TO CHOOSE FROM NOW IS 
GREATER THAN EVER.  AS A RESULT, HAS IT 
BEEN HARD TO SELECT YOUR FINAL SQUAD 
FOR THE QUALIFYING TOURNAMENT? 

Yeh defi nitely, going back to last year we had a 
smaller pool of players to choose from. The local 
league that has been set up again this year has 
helped that. We started with initially a squad of 
about 26/27 players which we’ve whittled down 
to the fi nal 14, but that’s what I want, it’s a good 
headache to have, more players to select and 
more players that are involved and wanting to 
play futsal, not just the XI-aside game. 

They complement each other, players can play 
both, football and futsal as two sports that link 
well together are growing in Gibraltar and that 
is going to benefi t both national sides moving 
forward.

TAKE US THROUGH THE TEAM’S 
PREPARATIONS FOR THE QUALIFIERS, HOW 
ARE THE PLAYERS SHAPING UP AS YOU 

InterviewJAMIE BOSIO
Head Coach
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JAMIE BOSIO
HAVE BEEN TOGETHER AS A SQUAD FOR 
QUITE SOME TIME NOW?

We started the second week of March so once 
the girls had fi nished their XI-aside international 
duty, they had a couple of weeks off where the 
futsal domestic league started and since then 
we had a preliminary training squad where we 
were training once or twice a week. 
We’ve slowly been building that. We’ve had 
players who have come back from university 
for Easter Break and have stayed, such as 
Caitlin Robba, Tiffany Viagas and Dahila Salah, 
and obviously they are now some of the more 
experienced players who were in the squad last 
time round so the fact that they have joined the 
girls that were already here has improved the 
standard in the training sessions.

With those senior players, well they aren’t really 
senior as they are still very young but I consider 
them senior players thanks to the experience 
they bring, have improved the standard of the 
sessions and the intensity of the sessions as well. 

We’ve been working on all kinds of stuff. 
Tactically, positionally, movements, set-pieces, 
anything you can think of really. I think the 
team is as well prepared as we can be given the 
timeframe we’ve had.

YOU ARE STILL ACTIVELY PLAYING 
INTERNATIONAL FUTSAL FOR GIBRALTAR 
YOURSELF. DO YOU THINK THE EXPERIENCE 
YOU HAVE IN PLAYING QUALIFIERS OF 
THIS TYPE, IN MINI GROUPS WITH THREE 
MATCHES IN A WEEK, WILL HELP YOU AS A 
COACH?  

Yeh, I think so. I’ve experienced my international 
tournament just recently with the Men’s Squad 
in Germany. I know what the physical demands 
are going to be for these players now that I’m 
coaching in a short period of time where you 
need to turnover three games in four days. 

Also, because I’ve been working with Jose 
Carlos Gil Prieto, the Senior Men’s Coach, quite 
closely, he’s also been able to pass on some 
information and knowledge to me and I’ve 
learnt a lot from him these last couple of years. 

It’s about taking that now into the women’s 
game and giving another positive performance 
in this tournament. 

The girls have responded to how I’ve coached 
them in these last few weeks and we’re all 
looking forward to getting out on the court. 

WHAT CAN WE EXPECT FROM OUR 
OPPONENTS THIS WEEK, WE HAD BELGIUM 
HERE LAST YEAR, HAVE YOU MANAGED TO 
GATHER ANY KNOWLEDGE ON SLOVAKIA 
AND MOLDOVA? 

Slovakia are quite similar to Belgium in regards 
to their ranking. They are quite a physical team, 
they are quite direct and that is something we 
need to look at in our gameplay against them, 
trying to avoid them going into their strongest 
player and seeing how we manage around that. 

Moldova last tournament didn’t get on too 
well and as a result are below us in the current 
ranking so, that is a game that we will want to 
target for a positive result. 

Again, we want to go out in each game and give 
100%. Like I say to the girls, we aren’t focussing 
on results, if we put in a positive performance 
the result will come with it, so that is what we are 
looking at doing. Taking each game at a time 
and focussing on the next one once it’s done.

HAVE YOU SET YOURSELF, OR THE SQUAD, 
ANY REALISTIC AIMS OR TARGETS FOR THE 
WEEK?

Like I said, getting a positive result each game, 
a positive performance will bring the result 
so the pressure is not on the girls to perform 
at all. They know what they need to do, we’ve 
worked on what we have in training and now it’s 
about going out and enjoying the experience. 
If they do this and put in 110% then the result 
will come. They just need to come off the court 
at the end feeling proud of what they have 
achieved and for me that is enough. We got a 
point last year without thinking it was possible 
so now we want to build on that and see where 
we are a year later. 



CAITLIN ROBBA
Catilin Robba emerged from last year’s two international futsal 
fi xtures against Belgium as one of Gibraltar’s new Futsal stars. Her 
performance in fi rst of the two fi xtures, in the Gibraltar goal was 
nothing sort of sensational in front of a packed Tercentenary Hall. 
Since then, she has combined playing Futsal for Loughborough 
University with her studies and has taken her game to a whole new 
level. She is calm, relaxed and ready to go.

CAITLIN, HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE BACK WITH THE NATIONAL 
TEAM THIS WEEK?

It’s extremely honouring and exciting. I can’t wait to get back on 
court, especially since we’re on home soil and we have a point to 
prove to the crowd. 

YOU WERE EXCELLENT AGAINST BELGIUM LAST YEAR, DOES 
THAT GIVE YOU CONFIDENCE KNOWING THAT THEY ARE 
ONCE AGAIN ON OF OUR OPPONENTS THIS WEEK?

It gives me confi dence in knowing how they play, but equally, now 
they know how we play. They can see our matches now, and, it can 
also give confi dence to Slovakia also who have also got to see us 
play. So yes, it does give me confi dence knowing we’ve played 
them, but not over-confi dent. 

YOU HAVE BEEN PLAYING FUTSAL FOR LOUGHBOROUGH 
IN ENGLAND THROUGHOUT THE SEASON. TALK TO US A BIT 
ABOUT THIS AND HOW IT HAS IMPROVED AND HELPED YOU 
AS A PLAYER. 

It’s improved me and given me another perspective of futsal. Over 
in the UK they are much more physical and tactically it is extremely 
different with English coaches, whereas here we’re trained by Jamie 
Bosio with insight from Jose Carlos Gil Prieto, the Men’s Senior 
Futsal Coach. 

So yes, as I’ve said, it is extremely different, but, it’s refreshing. 
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UNFORTUNATELY, YOUR TWIN SISTER SHANIA ROBBA IS 
INJURED AND UNAVAILABLE THIS WEEK. WILL IT BE STRANGE 
NOT HAVING HER AROUND IN THE DRESSING ROOM?
It’s already weird simply with her not being in training. Jamie also 
makes a little competition in training with her shots and my stops, 
so with her not there of course it is different.

In the changing room as well, she isn’t there to provide the 
atmosphere she normally does. We’ll defi nitely miss her on the 
court also, she was our main attackers, but now we have players 
who have stepped up and we’re very excited to see what the rest 
can do.  

WE HAVE A NEW HEAD COACH IN JAMIE BOSIO, HAS HE BEEN 
ABLE TO IMPLEMENT HIS IDEAS AND VISIONS ON TO THE 
SQUAD YET? 
We got a taste from him last year having him as the assistant coach. 
This year, however, as head coach he’s been able to get his points 
across a lot more and he’s had his voice heard by all of us. We really 
take on board everything he says, it’s refreshing.  

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT FROM OUR OPPONENTS THIS WEEK?
They will defi nitely be hard opponents who have played some of 
our past opponents such as Northern Ireland. We’ve got nothing to 
lose and we won’t be going down without a fi ght. 

AND AS A GOALKEEPER DO YOU THINK THAT THEY WILL BE 
KEEPING YOU QUITE BUSY?
Gibraltar has always been a defensive-minded side, whether that 
be XI-aside or Futsal. However, although I expect to be kept busy, 
we have got other matches, such as with Moldova who we hope to 
be able to show what we can do in attack. 

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR YOU, ANY CHANCE THAT 
WE WILL SEE YOU MOVE ACROSS ONTO THE XI-ASIDE PITCH?   
I highly, highly doubt it. 
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Usually, team captains are the coaches’ voice 
on the court, or in the dressing room. The 
team leaders who everyone looks up to, to 
follow and to inspire in both good and bad 
times. However, this time the tables have 
turned and Lorena Garcia and Tiffany Viagas 
(Gibraltar’s captains this week) can’t wait to 
dish the dirt on their teammates! 

LORENA GARCIA
WORST DRESS SENSE? 
Riri (Reighann Olivero) with her crocks.

MOST DRAMATIC?
Naomi [Victor].

 WHO PICKS UP THE MOST FINES? 
Noelle and I probably.

WHO COMPLAINS THE MOST? 
Naomi [Victor] as well I would say.

MOODIEST? 
Moodiest? This is a diffi cult one. I don’t know, 
I’ll just say myself.

FUNNIEST? 
Funniest is Riri.

LEAST FUNNY? 
Who thinks they’re funny? Riri does think 
she’s funny but that’s because she is.

 MOST ANNOYING? 
Most annoying? Hmm, Naomi as well I would 
say.

BIGGEST EGO? 
Um… I don’t know!

BIGGEST LIABILITY ON A NIGHT OUT? 
Biggest liability? Joelle Gilbert.

ALWAYS ON THE TREATMENT TABLE? 
Arianne [Mauro], defi nitely.

WORST HAIRSTYLE? 
Naomi, maybe?

 WHOSE GOT THE BRAINS? 
Tiffany Viagas.

WHO COULD DO WITH SOME MORE 
BRAINS? 
I think Zoe [Ballantine].

WHO PICKS UP BOOKINGS FOR FUN? 
Alex [Alexandra] Holt.

MANAGERS PET?
Tiff [Tiffany Viagas], maybe?

WORST DRIVER? 
Worst driver? I would say myself as I’m not 
sure many in the team have licenses.

TIFFANY VIAGAS
LONGEST IN THE SHOWER?
Defi nitely Danny [Daniel] Wink.

LONGEST IN FRONT OF THE MIRROR?
Danny Wink as well, he’s all day doing his 
hair.

The Captains! 
Time to dish the dirt!!
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WORST DRESS SENSE? 
Danny Wink. When he comes dressed in his 

Real Madrid shirt, it’s up there with the worst 
dress sense.

MOST DRAMATIC?
I don’t know!

WHO COMPLAINS THE MOST? 
I think we all complain but I’m up there with 
the top complainer.

MOODIEST? 
Me when I don’t have pasta – throwback to 
last interview.

FUNNIEST? 
Funniest? Riri.

LEAST FUNNY? 
Danny Wink.

MOST ANNOYING? 
I don’t know!

BIGGEST LIABILITY ON A NIGHT OUT? 
I was going to say someone I can’t mention! I 
can’t say who she is! I’ll tell you later!

WORST HAIRSTYLE? 
Worst hairstyle? I’d say myself.

 WHOSE GOT THE BRAINS? 
Caitlin Robba.

WHO COULD DO WITH SOME MORE 
BRAINS? 
Riri.

WHO PICKS UP BOOKINGS FOR FUN? 
Me or Alex Holt.

MANAGERS PET?
What? She said me? Lorena [Garcia] then.

WORST DRIVER? 
Ah! Riri.

BENCH WARMER?
Danny Wink.

Lorena GarciaTiffany Viagas
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Spotlight on a Role Model
JOELLE GILBERT

Not content with playing football and Futsal, 
Joelle Gilbert is in the fi nal stages of a Nursing 
Degree. On and off the fi eld, despite still 
being young, and having the vast majority 
of her career ahead of her, she is paving the 
way, as a role model for the next generation 
of young girls taking up football. 

Having missed last year’s double header 
against Belgium with an injury, she can’t 
wait for the Qualifying Tournament to start 
and is desperate to transfer her form on 
the international football pitch onto the 
international futsal court.

JOELLE, HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE BACK 
PLAYING INTERNATIONAL FUTSAL AGAIN?

It feels great, I love the seriousness of 
qualifi ers instead of friendlies and we’re a 
good group of girls that enjoy playing with 
each other, it’s a fun game to play.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO YOU TO PUT ON 
THE GIBRALTAR SHIRT? 

It means a lot to me, even though we are a 
small nation I do recognise the importance of 
representing your country and how special 
and lucky we are to represent our country so 
often. 

TELL US ABOUT JOELLE GILBERT THE 
FUTSAL PLAYER, EVERYONE KNOWS YOU 
AS A FAST-GOALSCORING ATTACKER AS A 
FOOTBALLER, BUT ON THE FUTSAL COURT 
ARE YOU ANY DIFFERENT? 

Futsal I try and be calm on the ball and try 
and calm everyone else down because it can 
get quite fast paced and you have to have 
someone on the court to slow everything 
down. 

I’ll say I’m aggressive but to be honest I’m 
pretty aggressive in both of them, pretty 
similar player to be honest. I enjoy attacking 
but there is a lot more defending in futsal.

YOU ARE ONE OF GIBRALTAR’S MOST 
RECOGNISABLE FEMALE PLAYERS AND A 
ROLE MODEL TO THE NEXT GENERATION 
OF YOUNG GIRLS COMING UP. DO YOU 
THINK ABOUT THIS AT ALL AS YOU 
PREPARE YOURSELF TO PLAY IN ANY 
INTERNATIONAL MATCH WHETHER IT BE 
FUTSAL OR FOOTBALL?  

I do, since recently. In the last year or so we’ve 
been promoted a lot in the media and I feel 
like I’m a lot more recognised, in the streets 
sometimes people know my name and I’m 
like ‘who are you’ haha. 

But yes, I do realise that the younger girls do 
look up to us a lot and you have to hold a 
certain profi le so that you can be a good role 
model for them.

AS A PLAYER, DO YOU HAVE ANY PREFER 
FUTSAL OR FOOTBALL OR YOU EQUALLY 
AS COMFORTABLE PLAYING WITH 
EITHERER DISCIPLINE?

I do, but I do enjoy both of them a lot. 
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Spotlight on a Role Model
JOELLE GILBERT A NEW HEAD COACH IN JAMIE BOSIO, 

HOW HAVE PREPARATIONS BEEN? 

Since day one we’ve all really respected 
and responded to Jamie. We’ve all enjoyed 
his approach to futsal and to women’s futsal 
because there is a difference between the 
two. It’s clicked from the beginning, he’s a 
great person, he can be serious and jokey, but 
when he speaks we know that he’s speaking 
sense and he knows what he’s talking about. 

IT’S A BIG WEEK AHEAD, WITH THREE 
TOUGH LOOKING OPPONENTS COMING 
TO THE TERCENTENARY HALL. WHAT CAN 
WE EXPECT FROM THEM?

Competition. I feel like it will be quite close 
most of the matches. We’ve been looking at 
Slovakia a lot and Moldova, Belgium since 
we played the last year we sort of know what 
they’re about. We’ve been prepared very well 
by Jamie so a fi ght you will defi nitely see. 

AND FROM GIBRALTAR, DO YOU AS 
PLAYERS SET YOURSELF ANY SPECIFIC 
TARGETS?

I have a personal target, I want to score. I feel 
a lot of us are quite confi dent for the game 
against Moldova. I think our main aim is to 
beat them. With Belgium there is obviously 
the fact that we all want revenge but we’ll see.

FINALLY, A MESSAGE FOR EVERYONE 
WATCHING THE TOURNAMENT?

Come down and support because it makes 
a massive difference. When you get hit and 
your down if the crowd is there cheering it 
gives a massive push. So come down and 
support.
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 Slovakia
SQUAD

PATRÍCIA MUDRÁKOVÁ 
KLAUDIA TYČIAKOVÁ 
VIKTÓRIA HANKOVÁ 
STANISLAVA LÍŠKOVÁ 
DOMINIKA KUCHARČÍKOVÁ 
BARBORA VALOVÁ 
LENKA WIENEROVÁ 

 Head Coach 
GK Coach 
Doctor 
Physio
Team Manager
Assistant
Media manager
President SF
Executive Member

Roman  Sedlárik 
Henrich Burghardt  
Martin Nemochovský 
Terézia Palkovičová 
Marek Kováčik  
Milan Herko 
Simon Barth 
Tomáš Takáč 
Vladimír Ambrozek 

DIANA MACKOVÁ 
NIKOLA RYBANSKÁ 
PETRA TIŠLIAROVÁ 
JANA MAJTÉNYIOVÁ 
SOFIA DUPKALOVÁ 
TAMARA GEMBICKÁ 
JANKA ČERVÍKOVÁ 
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 Slovakia Moldova
SQUAD

PATRÍCIA MUDRÁKOVÁ 
KLAUDIA TYČIAKOVÁ 
VIKTÓRIA HANKOVÁ 
STANISLAVA LÍŠKOVÁ 
DOMINIKA KUCHARČÍKOVÁ 
BARBORA VALOVÁ 
LENKA WIENEROVÁ 

 Head Coach 
GK Coach 
Doctor 
Physio
Team Manager
Assistant
Media manager
President SF
Executive Member

SIVOLOBOVA ANASTASIA
CIOBANU  DOINA
BÎRCA   ARINA
DRUȚĂ BIANCA (GK)
CATARAU MIHAELA
SĂU  ANISIA
ARHIRII ANA

 Head Coach 
GK Coach 
Manager
Head of Delegation
Doctor
Maseur 

Petrov Oleg 
Crivoi Alexandru 
Goțonoaga Victoria 
Golban Alexandru 
Culinschi Serghei 
Mironov Alexandru 

COSTICO CRISTINA (GK)
CERNITU  ANASTASIA
PRISĂCARI DUMITRIȚA
TROFIMOV ALEXANDRA
GAMARȚ MIHAELA
PESTEREAN TATIANA
DOIBAN CARINA
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 Belgium
SQUAD

LAUREN MEYERS
MELINDA NUHIJI
MARIEKE PEETERS
TINNE VAN DEN BERGH
LIES VAN HAMME
TINE VAN ROIE 
CHIARA WIELOCKX

 Head Coach 
Assistant Coach 
GK Coach 
Doctor 
Physio
Team Manager
Video Analyst 
Physical Coach
Head of Delegation 
Technical Coordinator Futsal

Karim Bachar 
Carmelo Nieddu 
Natasha Ribbens 
Jasmine Cavents 
Kelly Berckmans 
An Iliano 
Ilhami Kodalci 
Bert Stallaert 
Jean-Pierre Notelteirs 
Bob Browaeys

ZELIE LAMBER (GK)
NENA SUET (GK)
SARA BAKAR 
IMKE COURTOIS 
AHLOPEY DENEIRE 
MATILDE DRUMONT
JUSTINE GOMBOSO 
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 Belgium

LAUREN MEYERS
MELINDA NUHIJI
MARIEKE PEETERS
TINNE VAN DEN BERGH
LIES VAN HAMME
TINE VAN ROIE 
CHIARA WIELOCKX

 Head Coach 
Assistant Coach 
GK Coach 
Doctor 
Physio
Team Manager
Video Analyst 
Physical Coach
Head of Delegation 
Technical Coordinator Futsal
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 Slovaquia
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